BANK OF ENGLAND WORKSHOP ON GDP LINKED BONDS:
MAKING IT HAPPEN
Bank of England, London, Monday 30 November, 2015

Overview
On 30 November, 2015, the Bank of England hosted a workshop on GDP linked bonds, the
aim being to identify why these instruments do not exist already, to explore whether there are
collective action problems that are impeding market formation, and if so, how these may be
overcome.
This report offers a summary of discussion and is not intended as a verbatim record of the
contributions made by each participant.1 The meeting was conducted under Chatham House
rules.
Participants included leading experts from law, academia, international institutions, asset
managers, bankers and other private-sector stakeholders, and policy makers. Annex I outlines
the agenda and Annex II lists the participants.
The workshop considered a range of issues, from the costs and benefits of issuing and
holding GDP linked bonds, investor perspectives on pricing and performance, questions of
contractual design, and thoughts on next steps. A centrepiece of the day's discussion was the
presentation of a draft term sheet.
While opinions were diverse and discussions frank, participants broadly endorsed the benefits
of GDP linked bonds—of fiscal policy stabilisation, contractually-agreed risk-sharing,
avoidance of the deadweight costs of debt crises, and offering investors important new
diversification strategies. A number of practical obstacles to the issuance and take-up of GDP
linked bonds were also identified, such as data quality concerns, uncertainty about liquidity,
and novelty premia. The draft term sheet was broadly welcomed as an important step towards
a possible benchmark contract.
Session summaries
Session 1: Concept and context
GDP linked bonds were defined as debt instruments whose return varies with the issuing
country's GDP and some historical context was offered. It was argued that while there have
been instruments in the past that have had some of the features of GDP linked bonds—for
instance, GDP warrants, which have been issued by Bulgaria, Bosnia, Costa Rica, Argentina,
Greece and Ukraine during sovereign debt restructurings, have coupons that index to GDP,
but only upwards, subject to caps, and only when growth exceeds some predetermined
threshold—none has had all the features of fully fledged GDP-linked bonds, which have
symmetrical risk sharing on both the upside and downside, with both the coupon and the
principal linked to GDP.
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Slight variants were discussed—GDP linked bonds that link to GDP growth, and those that
link to the level of GDP. Both were seen as offering similar risk-sharing benefits. Simplicity
in design of the formula was seen as critical, with past failures of state-contingent sovereign
debt attributed at least partly to excessive complexity and the limited investor appeal of
warrant structures.
It was suggested GDP linked bonds would be more costly to issue than conventional, fixed
income debt, since they would in effect be handing over to creditors the risk associated with
GDP fluctuations, which creditors would probably accept only in exchange for a higher
expected return. The size of this additional, GDP "risk premium", was speculated on, with
participants noting that various estimates in the existing literature put it at being between 30150 basis points. Some even argued that, in an environment of high debt, GDP linked bonds
could actually be cheaper to issue than conventional fixed income bonds. It was noted that the
GDP risk premium could be negative if growth in the issuing sovereign is inversely
correlated with world growth.
Beyond the well-established benefits of portfolio diversification for the investor and fiscal
policy stabilisation for the issuer—if GDP-indexed bonds had been issued by Mexico before
the 1995 Tequila crisis, it would have reduced the government's interest bill, it was argued,
by almost 2 per cent of GDP—it was also noted that, for the issuer, the more it issues GDP
linked bonds, then potentially, the more its credit risk will fall and the spread on its
conventional fixed income debt will decline.
There were some differences in views on which countries might benefit from issuance.
Sovereigns with more volatile GDP would see the biggest welfare benefits, it was argued,
while those in currency unions might find GDP linked bonds an alternative way of achieving
some of the properties of a fiscal transfer union. Pooling risk was offered as an alternative to
GDP linked bonds, but this was countered with the argument that risk-pooling mechanisms
such as the IMF and ESM already exist. Some argued all countries would benefit from
issuing GDP linked bonds.
For the system as a whole to gain from the risk-sharing characteristics of GDP linked bonds,
it was argued that they need to be held primarily by foreign investors. Left unexplored,
however, was the scope for risk-sharing benefits when investors are exclusively domestic
with perhaps different marginal propensities to consume to the average tax-payer.
On the drawbacks of GDP linked bonds, it was argued that the GDP risk premium that
creditors charge the issuer may be so large that the issuer may be loath to pay it. Another
point raised was that, because they make debt relief automatic in a downturn, GDP linked
bonds assume the relief provided is precisely the type required. This may not be the case, it
was argued. Conventional sovereign debt restructurings may provide better calibrated relief.
Countering this, it was noted that conventional restructurings often do too little, arrive too
late, incur large deadweight costs and can generate financial contagion.
There was some divergence in views on the extent to which we can draw lessons from
previous experiences with sovereign debt instruments that have offered state-contingent
repayments. In some of the Brady Plan restructurings in the 1980s and after, creditors were
offered "value recovery rights", in which the sovereign promised additional upside
conditional on certain macroeconomic benchmarks being met, typically GDP, exports or
commodity prices. It was said that creditors wanted a way of clawing back the returns they
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had seen written down in the restructuring, and value recovery rights were a way of providing
this. Unlike fully-fledged GDP linked bonds, it was argued that risk sharing was one-sided:
investors shared in the upside, but not in the downside. Further, these instruments varied
widely in design, were poorly drafted and left scope for misinterpretation. Despite this, it was
considered that past experiences do show that issuing debt indexed to GDP is feasible.
Another question raised and discussed was, why is now an appropriate time, internationally,
to start issuing GDP linked bonds? First, it was argued that currently gross government debt
globally is very high globally. The IMF expects the median (unweighted) advanced economy
debt-to-GDP ratio to approach 90% of GDP in the next five years, a post-war high. For
EMEs, where GDP tends to be more volatile and where extensive links to indebted stateowned enterprises exist, the median ratio looks set to hit 50% of GDP, the highest level since
the 1980s. Against this backdrop, it was argued that many highly indebted sovereigns were
looking to de-lever through rapid fiscal consolidation, which was weighing on growth. An
alternative way to de-lever, if it were available, would be to issue equity, where for
sovereigns the analogy would be GDP-linked bonds. The extra fiscal space that GDP-linked
bonds offer in the event of a downturn, could be particularly useful today, it was argued, with
many central banks operating at or near the lower bound to policy rates; were a deep
downturn to occur, a broader range of stimulus measures might be required.
Session 2: Contractual design
In this session participants were asked to discuss a draft term sheet (the "London term
sheet"), drafted by a working group comprising representatives from the investor community,
the legal profession and the Bank of England.
The discussion began with working group members highlighting that the suggested term
sheet provisions were framed to address those most relevant for an emerging market
sovereign issuer. Terms under which advanced economy sovereigns might issue would likely
be simpler; and, as with other new debt instruments, contract provisions for GDP linked
bonds issued by individual sovereigns would inevitably need to be adapted to investor and
market preferences.
Against this background, a number of critical design choices were discussed. On the
economics of the model instrument, it was proposed that (i) the instrument be denominated
in local currency so that it provides protection to the issuer from exchange rate risk; (ii)
indexation be to nominal rather than real GDP because it is both inflation and GDP growth
that support the government's ability to pay; (iii) both the coupon and the accrued principal
link to GDP so that the debt-to-GDP ratio will be stable regardless of GDP shocks (absent
automatic stabilisers). Importantly, the draft term sheet delivers an instrument for which both
coupon and principal repayments remain a constant proportion of repayment capacity
(nominal GDP).
Discussion of more granular aspects of design included the choice of frequency of the coupon
payment. The draft term sheet suggests annual payments, paid in arrears once full-year GDP
data became available. It was argued that this reduces the impact of GDP data revisions,
which tend to trail off after a few quarters. However, it was acknowledged that semi-annual
coupons could be more appropriate for advanced economy sovereigns where data revisions
were less of a concern. Also noted was the possibility that paying interest a year in arrears
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could reduce the space for countercyclical fiscal actions that GDP linked bonds are intended
to facilitate. This again argued for more frequent coupon payments.
Also highlighted was the importance—for some investors, for tax reasons—of the instrument
being priced at par on the day of issue. To address this concern, the draft term sheet allows
for a "principal factor" adjustment, the magnitude of which would be determined prior to
issue, to ensure the GDP linked bond prices at par. However, both this and broader aspects of
the tax treatment of GDP linked bonds, plus their regulatory treatment, were acknowledged
as open issues not addressed in the draft term sheet. It was noted that payment of a smaller
coupon could obviate or at least lessen the need for a principal factor adjustment.
Seniority of the instrument was also discussed. The draft term sheet includes what is, in
effect, a pari passu clause (while avoiding the use of that contentious term), with the
implication that the instrument should be considered, legally, as being equally senior to all
the other unsecured obligations of the issuer. However, it was argued that, on the perhaps
more material question of commercial seniority—whether we would expect, if the issuer
were to experience distress, that it would continue to honour its GDP linked debt even if it
restructures its conventional debt—the answer would, at least for the instrument in the draft
term sheet, be probably yes. Payments on the GDP linked bond, because they adjust
downwards as nominal GDP falls, remain as affordable as they were before the economic
downturn.
Governing law was also discussed. The term sheet proposes an instrument that would be
governed under English law to respond to investor concerns about legal uncertainties in a
number of emerging market jurisdictions. But a number of participants suggested that many
issuers would also opt to issue under New York law, while others suggested that investors
could be comfortable buying issues governed under local law for some emerging market
sovereigns and for most advanced economy sovereigns.
However, it was argued that the possibility of GDP linked bonds being restructured could not
be excluded. For such circumstances, it was suggested that a cross-default clause be included
in the draft term sheet. A formulation is adopted whereby the GDP linked bond cross-defaults
only with other GDP linked bonds, and not with the issuer's conventional debt. Collective
action clauses were also discussed. The draft term sheet allows for a two-limb collective
action clause. There was some push-back against this, noting that the two-limb formulation is
not consistent with the model CAC recently endorsed by both the IMF and the International
Capital Market Association, with some participants arguing that the interests of different
classes of GDP linked bondholders were sufficiently aligned to be accommodated through a
single-limb CAC.
To address potential investor concerns over data integrity, the draft term sheet relies for GDP
data provision on the sovereign state's statistical agency, with a fall-back option, should the
agency not provide data of sufficient integrity, being the central bank. If the central bank does
not publish, then there is a further fall-back option of the use of IMF projected nominal GDP
data, with the final fall-back mechanism being to take the previous year's GDP and multiply
it by a penalty factor (of 1.1). A grace period is allowed for, to accommodate the scenario
whereby the statistical agency has been unable to publish due to unforeseen circumstances
(such as a natural disaster). It was noted that different investors may have different
preferences for fall-backs, depending for instance on geography of the issuer and trusted
regional or multilateral statistical institutions.
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Supporting this chain of fall-back options, the creditor is able, in the draft term sheet, to avail
of a number of put events, where it can demand early redemption, such as the issuing
sovereign fails to publish GDP data by the agreed date and in a manner agreed (again, subject
to a grace period).
Session 3: Investor perspectives
This session offered an opportunity for investors to share views on pricing, portfolio
diversification and lessons from GDP warrants.
GDP warrants, it was argued, offer a number of lessons on design flaws to avoid rather than
good examples to follow. Multiple layers of GDP growth and level criteria to be met in order
to trigger payments have frequently left warrants difficult to price and out of the money, with
low or close to zero value. Key design lessons, it was argued, are to prefer simplicity over
complexity and to draft carefully.
It was suggested that correlations between GDP growth in advanced economies has increased
from the pre-crisis levels and this may diminish the diversification benefits of GDP linked
bonds. However, if emerging markets are included in the portfolio, GDP risk is far less
correlated: 0.1 on a quarterly basis.
On pricing, a novelty premium premium may apply initially. For the first advanced economy
inflation linked bonds it was argued this was at most 100 basis points. Research suggests that
novelty premia decline quickly. The GDP risk premium would be low, it was argued, if the
sovereigns that issue them are sufficiently different in terms of GDP characteristics.
Session 4: Making it happen
The final session turned to how to overcome obstacles to issuance and lay out alternative
roadmaps to starting a market. Some parallels were drawn from the take-up of inflationlinked bonds, which were first issued by a small group of advanced economies, and have
since developed into a global market. It was argued that the case for GDP linked bonds could
be stronger now than it was for inflation linked bonds.
On the importance of forging a consensus between the private and official sectors as a means
to delivering both market-acceptability and legal enforceability, lessons were drawn from the
recent experience of drafting stronger collective action clauses for foreign-law government
bonds. Success on this issue was attributed to a clear, consultative process, with engagement
from all sides, accommodating some highly heterogeneous positions from investors, ranging
from those highly sensitive to contractual design, to those buy-and-hold investors who are
largely indifferent, sensitive only to credit ratings. Going into consultations with a near-final
draft contract helped, it was said. It was stressed that design must offer certainty of outcome
for the investors. Also stressed was the importance of having a creditworthy first-mover to
issue the new contract, lowering the bar for others to follow suit. For the new collective
action clauses, the leading example was offered by Mexico.
International official institutions that provide lender of last resort type facilities to sovereigns
may, it was argued, have a keen interest in seeing GDP linked bonds gain traction because
international official sector financing is not designed to address solvency crises, whereas
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GDP linked bonds are. What is more, GDP linked bonds, because they adjust continually,
rather than trigger only beyond some threshold distress value, offer debt relief that is timely,
and free of the too-little, too-late problem that can limit the effectiveness of sovereign debt
restructurings. It was argued that perhaps international official institutions could subsidise the
cost of the GDP risk premium given the benefits these instruments provided to the
international monetary and financial system.
On what role international official institutions can play in facilitating market formation, a
number of roles were seen: first, coordination and convening, through fora such as the IMF's
Debt Management Forum and the IMF-OECD-World Bank Global Bond Market Forum;
second, technical assistance and outreach to national debt managers; third, establishing bestpractice treatment of GDP linked bonds in debt sustainability analysis; fourth, playing a role
in establishing design principles and benchmark contracts, in particular adhering to principles
of flexibility, proportionality, symmetry and limited liability; fifth, data quality validation
(the IMF, for instance, categorises its low-income member states, if warranted, as having
weak debt management capacity as part of its debt limits policy); and sixth, advocacy.
Three different models for ways forward were offered: (i) top down, with advanced
economies leading the way; (ii) bottom-up, where pre-market access countries might combine
with the international official sector, such as the World Bank, to issue; and (iii) the "messy
middle", where emerging markets that already have market access are the starting point for
GDP linked bonds.
In the top-down route, it was argued that advanced economies would build on previous debtmarket innovations (eg, inflation linked bonds), offering an instrument that would appeal to a
large cross-section of the prospective investor base, beyond existing fixed income funds. It
was suggested that in the bottom-up approach, the international official sector could put itself
between potential issuers and the market to catalyse issuance. Reference was made to
previous World Bank proposals to have international development agencies issue debt in
local markets indexed to national GDP.
A number of obstacles to the third way, where emerging market sovereigns take the lead on
issuance, were cited, including the fact that so far the only GDP indexed instruments have
been issued by emerging markets—GDP warrants—have been issued in debt restructurings,
and have therefore acquired an association with sovereign distress, and stigma. Four areas
were seen as needing to be addressed to support emerging market issuance, all of which were
claimed to have been addressed, to a lesser or greater degree, in the term sheet presented
earlier in the day. First, any GDP linked bond needs to be able to deal transparently with lack
of data integrity, and offer clear, ex ante outcomes when integrity fails—in the draft term
sheet this is addressed with a holder "put" option. Second, index eligibility is important.
Some investors will only invest in index-eligible assets, especially foreign, real money funds
investing in emerging market GDP linked bonds. Others, such as hedge funds, are less
constrained. It was argued that index providers, in determining eligibility of an asset, "follow
the market", endeavouring to capture in their indices what the market is doing, not the other
way around. The implication of this is that if there was large emerging market issuance of
GDP linked bonds outside of an index, it may not be long before those issues were included
in one. Third, most investment in emerging markets is ratings-driven, and so the stance of
credit rating agencies (CRAs) would be important. There was some speculation that GDP
linked bonds may receive a higher rating than equivalent fixed income debt issued by the
same sovereign, but there would be further factors to consider, such as the amount issued in
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relation to conventional debt and the need by some CRAs to develop ratings criteria to rate
obligations with no fixed nominal or real-terms redemption principal amounts. Fourthly,
tradeability, it was argued, is key, and this would be governed among other things by the
simplicity of contract design, and transparency of outcomes in all conceivable states of the
world.
The importance of overcoming short-term political horizons was emphasised. It was argued
that debt managers and finance ministers often have a short term horizon, whereas the
welfare gains GDP linked bonds these are likely to accrue over two or more political cycles.
It was also argued that GDP linked bonds are only more expensive to issue than traditional
debt if the issuer believes it will not run into harder times. It was argued that one way of
aligning the incentives of debt managers would be to emphasise that GDP linked bonds
would appeal particularly to foreign investors, widening the investor base and circumventing
the constraints of home bias. Also, it was argued, appeals should be made to the argument
that increased issuance of GDP linked bonds should lower the credit spread charged on
existing conventional debt. The benefits to the system as a whole would, it was said, be
higher if sovereigns were not expected to be bailed out by international official institutions
when they hit trouble.
It was argued that one scenario in which resistance from issuers might be eroded would be in
an environment of rising interest rates where debt managers face a stronger compulsion than
now to think about safer debt structures. Another possibility offered was one where the
greater share of a sovereign issuer's outstanding debt is held by the international official
sector, which would be in a position, if it so wanted, to swap the debt it holds into GDP
linked instruments. Also, Paris Club debt has, in the past, found its way back into the market,
thereafter trading actively, offering another route whereby the official sector takes the lead in
catalysing marketability. It was noted that for bank CoCos, it was favourable regulatory
treatment that helped initiate issuance. Finally, the possibility of tapping demand for Islamic
financial products was raised given that GDP linked bonds may be suitable as shariacompliant investments.
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